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has been accepted by the Faculty of Sciences of the Friedrich-Alexander-Universität
Erlangen-Nürnberg with the original title of „‘La Crisis Sísmica’: Disaster Experiences Emerging from Rivalling Fields of Practice. A Case Study of the 2011–2012
Seismo-Volcanic Crisis of El Hierro, Canary Islands” in 2019.

Abstract

This study deals with the social implications of the 2011 to 2012 submarine volcanic
eruption off El Hierro, often referred to as a ‘seismo-volcanic crisis’, and its aftermath. The event caused hardly any material or physical damage but was nonetheless
portrayed as a disaster in the media, causing great social tensions between various
fields of practice: affected neighbours, the (social and traditional) media, sciences
and academia, local government, and various institutions involved in disaster response and management. The work focusses on the creative internalisation of a
natural hazard by individual actors, taking into account the actors’ embeddedness
in various fields of practice, each with its own rationales. Current challenges of disaster risk reduction (DRR) are discussed in light of a dynamic understanding of culture, truth relativism, pragmatism, and practice theory. Based on a grounded theory methodology inspired by pragmatism, the study traces individuals’ mindsets
and bases for action, iteratively switching between analysing data and processing
theory. Interviews with over sixty people were conducted as part of this research.
The crisis appears as rivalling framings of the natural event: from media and bloggers to politicians and people involved in tourism or civil protection. Overall, this
led to a great rift between the different images of volcanic risk. Consequently, the
interpretation of risk remained highly ambiguous, and scientific information that
was supposedly neutral became the actual risk for the actors in civil protection and
the tourism sector. The interstice between these fields and their rationales provides
the ground for creative solutions. Examples of this are how commenters of online
newspapers contrasted ‘alarmist’ statements in the media with their own interpretations and how civil protection experts developed a well-balanced information
policy to avoid information ‘misuse’ by the media, though doing so ran the risk of
being accused of censorship. This study shows how the current hot topics in society (scepticism towards the media and science; conspiracies) and the ways in which
our relationship to information can be skewed are also relevant challenges in DRR.
In order to acknowledge the complexity of risk adaptation praxis, future research
must focus on the drivers and the dynamics of social change which are located in
the gaps between supposedly established convictions. The ability of a society and
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its individuals to question and break with well-established rationales and practices
has to be seen as the key to its adaptability.
Keywords
disaster risk reduction, DRR, culture, crisis, volcanic risk, earthquake risk, submarine eruption, adaptation, media, disaster management, disaster preparedness,
civil protection, speculation, alarmism, social media, disaster journalism, islands,
information management, Canary Islands, El Hierro, Tagoro, practice theory, pragmatism, phenomenology, grounded theory, local knowledge, community

1. Preface: A Volcano Named ‘Cabrón’

It was a rather fresh but placid early spring day when I was visiting La Restinga,
the small fishing village in the south of El Hierro, two weeks after I arrived ‘at the
end of the world’ or the ‘island of the meridian’. The splendid island has been given
these notions as it once marked the westernmost outpost of the Spanish empire.
A block of concrete holding a little steel globe reminds the visitor that the island
once served as the prime meridian.
I felt a little bit dizzy after surmounting the infinite serpentines of the timehonoured road with the unimposing number HI-1. The road connects the El Golfo
valley with La Restinga over a distance of about thirty-six kilometres. Though a
small island, the trip across El Hierro with the car took me over an hour and led
me over the island’s peak, the fifteen-hundred-metre-high La Cumbre, passing
through five different vegetation zones, from humid to arid, from laurel and fayalbrezal forests to pine forests to euphorbia. I met only one or two cars and in the
villages the older residents looked curiously at me. After several dozen sharp turns,
the last few kilometres of the road pass a rather recent lava field, auburn coloured
and sprinkled with several elegant volcanic scoria cones. The razor-sharp basaltic
formations on the arid lee side of the island are sparsely vegetated, with merry fellows of little euphorbia, and opening to a view of the tranquil village of La Restinga
(Figure 1).
Although some of the little shops and one of the few restaurants were open,
the streets seemed too deserted to me, even for this little village. However, this
observation applied to the whole island. I was goggling at the sea and wondered
if the notorious but unnamed submarine volcano, somehow the reason I came,
would do me the favour of erupting again, at least a little gas bubble, to cast out
the gloomy stillness and the doubts about the enduring sense of my study. But
there was not a single sign of its existence or anything that could make a stranger
think about a volcanic eruption and the ‘seismo-volcanic’ crisis of 2011–2012. The
Mar de las Calmas remained as calm as its name promised.
Thankfully, around the corner at the small village square opposite the harbour
with its oversized pier, some rusty voices rang out. A group of some friendly older
fishermen gathered for a relaxed chat, accepting my timid request for shifting their
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Figure 1: The calm bay of La Restinga, with several scoria cones in the background.

Source: Photo by author, taken on 20 February 2013.

topic of conversation to the ‘seismic crisis’ only with a murmur. They complained in
unison about the volcano’s fatal impact on the village’s economy, the media’s sensationalistic slant and the politicians’ self-interest. None of which I was hearing for
the first time. I was eager to figure out if they had christened their ‘doom’. With
a cautious voice, one of them replied to my question: “Volcán de la Restinga, no?!”.
Then another raised his voice: “I would name it El Cabrón!” (the bastard) and everybody laughed. To more laughter, he explained “Because it fucked us.” Continuing,
he stated that “it remained ninety meters below the sea surface. […] Hombre! It remained in a depth at which it is no use, not even for scuba diving” (2 Mar 2013, ID
83)1 .
Their uncertainty about the name aroused my interest. During my further field
work I asked my interviewees if they knew the volcano’s name. Most of them were
convinced that the name either was (or must be) ‘El Volcán de La Restinga’, though
‘El Volcán de Las Calmas’ was also mentioned many times: I was even gifted a jute
bag with a print of the submarine volcano and that name printed beneath it (see

1

References to interviews are given with the date of the interview and the ID number I assigned to it for the study. Below, I will also use pseudonyms for the interview partners.
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Figure 2: “Volcán de Las Calmas” print on a jute bag.

Source: Bag is designed collectively by the users of the Occupation Centre ‘El
Sabinar’ (El Pinar); probably in 2012, with friendly permission of one of the
former operators.

Figure 2). But the volcano remained without a real name, and scientific studies
callously designated it as the ‘submarine volcano of El Hierro’.
Several years later (in May 2016), in the tradition of the old explorers, the Spanish Institute for Oceanography officially named the submarine volcano ‘Tagoro’. It
was their oceanographic vessel, the Ramón Margalef, that mapped the volcano for
the first time. The name ‘Tagoro’s origins are in the Berber language, meaning a
circular-shaped place made from stones, or a meeting place (eldiario.es 2016).
Yet no one asked the Herrenians if they agreed with the name. There was neither a public vote nor did the scientists contact the island’s government before the
name was made official. It may not surprise that El Hierro’s president Belén Allende commented on this questionable behaviour in a regional newspaper: “again
they have proven the divorce between the scientific community and the society”
(Belén Allende, according to Ávila 2016; translated from Spanish by the author).
As the scientists’ behavior has led the Herrenians to feel ignored, it seems almost imperative to name the volcano according to a place where people meet and
exchange. On the other hand, of course, one might raise the question of why no
attempt had been made by the Herrenians themselves to name the volcano. If a
thing is not named, is it inconceivable or just not existent? Apparently, the submarine volcano off of La Restinga, which almost has become a new island, remains a
rather unloved child of El Hierro.
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This study deals with the events connected to the eruption of this unloved volcano and the social conflicts that arose during the seismic crisis of 2011–2012 and
its aftermath. It remains to be seen whether ‘Tagoro’, as a name for the volcano, is
not so unsuitable after all.

